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Abstract: Fair bandwidth sharing and differentiated drop precedenceare two key QoS provisioning in the Internet. However, they
both are studied separately. In the paper, we propose a simple active queue management scheme that deals with fair bandwidth sharing
and differentiated drop precedence at the same time namely priority-aware fair queueing (PAFQ). PAFQ uses a dynamic threshold to
keep up with traffic variations and hence it can efficiently discriminate non-aggressive flows from aggressive flows. Furthermore, a
swap policy conditionally exchanges the records of currentqueue lengths of both compared packets from the same flow by considering
respective drop precedence. Accordingly, this policy provides differentiated drop precedence within a flow. Besides,a mark policy is
used to selectively mark a packet with the maximum count of current queue length that contributes to achieve fair bandwidth sharing
among competing flows. When a marked packet reaches at the head of FIFO buffer, it will be discarded directly. Simulation results
validate that the PAFQ is able to provide excellent fair bandwidth sharing and differentiated drop precedence under a variety of traffic
conditions. In addition, it keeps average queue lengths low.
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1 Introduction

The TCP is a well-known transmission protocol in the
Internet because it is beneficial to improve traffic
congestion. However, many real-time applications that
base on UDP protocol such as VoIP (Voice over IP), VOD
(Video on Demand) or network games have become the
mainstream of bandwidth consumption. The main
difference between the TCP and UDP protocols is that the
TCP will cause a flow to reduce its sending rate once
there are several lost packets. On the other hand, the UDP
will cause a flow to send packets, as usual. When they
both compete with network bandwidth in the meantime,
those flows that base on the UDP always seize more
bandwidth than that of the TCP. This situation not only
results in unfair bandwidth sharing but also damages the
effectiveness of congestion control schemes [1,2].

In accordance with the above issue many studies have
been proposed. They could be coarsely classified into two
categories, namely scheduling algorithms and queue
management algorithms [3]. Generalized Processor
Sharing (GPS) and Deficit Round Robin (DRR) belong to
the scheduling algorithms, which are able to achieve
perfect fairness on bandwidth sharing among competitive

flows [4,5,6,7,8]. However, they should collocate with
well-designed buffer management schemes such as
Pushout (PO), Partial Sharing and Partial Partitioning
(PSPP) and Threshold-based Selective Drop (TSD) so as
to prevent fairness from being degraded [9,10,11]. The
queue management algorithms such as Random Early
Detection (RED), Core-Stateless Fair Queueing (CSFQ)
and CHOKe (Choose and Keep for responsive flows,
CHOose and Kill for unresponsive flows) come with the
tide of fashion [12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20]. Their
main idea is to determine arrival packets to be accepted or
discarded according to specific queue status. Furthermore,
they often accompany with a simple FIFO scheduling.
Accordingly, the queue management algorithms have
received more attentions than the scheduling algorithms.

Differentiated Services (Diffserv) architecture was
proposed in order to satisfy the demands with respect to
Quality of Service (QoS) [21]. This architecture is simple
and scalable because it is unnecessary to maintain
per-flow status in the network routers. Inversely,
Integrated Services (Intserv) architecture has to collocate
with Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP), so it has to
maintain per-flow status [22,23]. By marking packets
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with proper parameters and concatenating each
differentiated service domain, an end-to-end path is
practicable in Diffserv. Furthermore, two related packet
forwarding mechanisms that include expedited
forwarding (EF) and assured forwarding (AF) have been
standardized. The latter is composed of four classes and
per class has three kinds of drop precedence
corresponding to Green, Yellow and Red respectively.
Most studies such as RIO (RED with In/Out), Adaptive
RIO (A-RIO), RIO-C (RED with In/Out and Coupled
queue) have been used to accomplish differentiated drop
precedence [24,25]. In summary, most well-known
schemes only cope with either fair bandwidth sharing or
differentiated drop precedence alone. In other words, an
active queue management scheme that can deal with two
issues at the same time is attractive and practicable.
Therefore, we propose the priority-aware fair queueing
(PAFQ) scheme herein.

When a packet arrives at a congested router, the
PAFQ compares the arriving packet with certain of
resided packets according to dynamic threshold. If total
queue length of unmarked packets is smaller than
dynamic threshold, the arriving packet will be admitted to
enter the buffer and no additional operation is needed. On
the other hand, the arriving packet may need to swap the
records of current queue length with that of some resided
packet from the same flow according to priority (drop
precedence) comparison. Next, a packet with the
maximum current queue length will be marked. The main
reason is that the aggressive flows often have relatively
longer queue lengths and hence their resided packets
should be marked more frequent. When a marked packet
reaches at the head of the FIFO buffer, it will be discarded
directly. In other words, only those unmarked packets are
eligible to be transmitted. The PAFQ is simple to
implement because it only maintains the status of
competitive flows. Furthermore, it is able to provide
excellent fairness and notable differentiated drop
precedence while the average queue length is low. In
summary, the PAFQ is very suitable for high-speed and
high-performance routers in the future Internet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we review related work in association with fair
bandwidth sharing and differentiated drop precedence in
order. Section III presents the comprehensive details of
the priority-aware fair queueing including PAFQ
algorithm, packet scheduling and buffer management,
weighted PAFQ, implementation complexity and
performance matrices. Section IV shows the performance
evaluation with respect to fair bandwidth sharing,
differentiated drop precedence and average queue length
respectively. In Section V, we summarize our conclusions
and explain future work.

2 Related work

In this section, we review some related algorithms that
have been proposed to enable fair bandwidth sharing
between competitive flows or differentiated drop
precedence for those packets with different priorities in
sequence. The DRR assigns a virtual dedicated queue to
each active flow and then resided packets in each virtual
queue are served in a round-robin fashion dependent on
available quantum size [6]. Besides, the DRR uses the PO
buffer management scheme to manage buffer usage [9].
In the PO, an arriving packet will push out a resided
packet from the longest queue when the buffer is full.
Otherwise, no constraint is imposed on the arriving
packet. In general, the PO achieves the best buffer
utilization and improves packet loss performance, but it
has to find the longest flow queue out and executes very
frequent pushout operations especially for congested
traffic. In order to improve complexity of PO, several
dynamic threshold buffer management schemes were
proposed such as PSPP and TSP [10,11]. Although the
DRR is capable of perfect fair bandwidth sharing in its
entirety, they both DRR and PO have to maintain per-flow
state. Therefore, the combination is too difficult to
implement in the high-speed routers.

The RED uses a single FIFO queue to accommodate
arriving packets from each flow. The arriving packets may
encounter different drop probabilities according to
average queue size and some of parameters [12]. Since
the RED discards packets early, it effectively prevents the
TCP connections from global synchronization. However,
the RED is unable to provide fairness among competitive
flows because the aggressive flows will grab more
bandwidth from that of the non-aggressive flows. This
reason is that arriving packets for aggressive flows or
non-aggressive flows all possess the same drop
probability in the meantime. Based on the idea of the
RED, several variants have been proposed in order to
enhance the robustness of parameters and degree of fair
bandwidth sharing [13,14,15].

In the CSFQ [16], the edge routers have to maintain
per-flow state and insert the state (flow arrive rate) into
corresponding packet headers. When a core router
receives a packet, it has to estimate fair share rate and
then decide to accept or discard the arriving packet
according to a simple probabilistic model. The CSFQ is
able to provide reasonable fairness; moreover, it pushes
high complexity toward the edge routers that greatly ease
the sophisticated implementation in the core routers.
Consequently, the CSFQ is feasible to be deployed in the
network environments that consist of high-speed core
routers and medium-speed edge routers. RFQ scheme
consists of packet coloring and buffer management, and
also aims at providing fair bandwidth sharing [17]. In the
first place, it should classify flow arriving rate into a set of
layers, with a globally consistent color per layer. The
edge routers have to insert the color into corresponding
packet headers. When a packet arrives at a core router, the
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arriving will be discarded only if its color level over a
color threshold. The color threshold dynamically changes
in accordance with traffic variations. As compared with
the CSFQ, the RFQ provides approximate fairness but it
only carries with simple color rather than explicit flow
arrival rate. Furthermore, it wards off exponential
averaging estimation while a packet is generating. Both
CSFQ and RFQ schemes divide the routers into edge or
core and they have to maintain per-flow state in the edge.
Next, a simple active queue management scheme is
unneeded to maintain per-flow state in the edge routers
and core routers, that is, CHOKe [18]. It randomly
compares the arriving packet with a resided packet. If
both packets originate from the same flow, they are
discarded simultaneously. Otherwise, the arriving packet
will go through the same procedures of the RED. It is
obvious that the aggressive flows have more resided
packets than that of non-aggressive flows, so their resided
packets are more likely to be draw for comparisons. The
CHOKe will cause the resided packets of aggressive flows
a higher probability to be discarded, so it partly obtains
better fairness than that of RED. In summary, the above
mentioned schemes can only provide fair bandwidth
sharing but they are all incapable of dealing with packets
with differentiated drop precedence.

RIO is viewed as an extended version of the RED
that possesses the capability of differentiated drop
precedence [24]. It uses two sets of parameters to
differentiate the drop precedence with respect to In and
Out packets. In the first place, the RIO calculates average
queue size including In and Out packets in order to decide
the treatment with respect to Out packets. For In packets,
the RIO merely calculates the average queue size
including In packets. Obviously, the In packets have
lower drop precedence as compared with the Out packets
when the traffic is congested. To correspond with
requirements differentiated services [21,22,23], the RIO
must be revised to handle three kinds of drop precedence.
In contrast to the RIO, WRED supports preferential
treatment on higher priority packets by combining the
capabilities of the RED with IP Precedence, and then
selectively discards lower priority packets along with the
increment of queue lengths [25]. The WRED needs to
calculate average queue size of a physical buffer and
adequately set two minimum thresholds.

3 Priority-Aware Fair Queueing

In this section, we orderly explain the priority-aware fair
queueing (PAFQ) that are composed of five subsections
including PAFQ algorithm, packet scheduling and buffer
management, a weighted version of PAFQ,
implementation complexity and performance matrices.

3.1 PAFQ Algorithm

The PAFQ algorithm can provide fair bandwidth sharing
among competitive flows and differentiated drop
precedence within a flow. In addition, it keeps low
average queue lengths. The PAFQ algorithm is one of the
active queue management schemes, so it is simple to
implement, too. A flow chart of the algorithm is given in
Fig. 1. When a new packet arrives at a router, the PAFQ
algorithm evaluates whether residual buffer size is able to
accommodate the new arriving packet. If the buffer size is
insufficient, then the arriving packet will be discarded
immediately without any additional operation. Otherwise,
the algorithm calculates the sum of current queue length
of unmarked packets plus packet size itself, which is
denoted asQunmark . For all packets, they must be
classified as mark or unmark type. The main difference
between the unmarked packet and marked packet is that
the former is eligible to be transmitted when it stays at the
head of FIFO buffer. Inversely, the latter will be discarded
immediately at that time. IfQunmark < T hnew , the arriving
packet will be admitted to enter the buffer and identified
as unmark type. Furthermore, the PAFQ algorithm needs
to maintain type, drop precedence level (Green, Yellow or
Red) and current queue length of the arriving packet. The
Thnew is a dynamic threshold that adjusts to traffic
variations. Consequently, the PAFQ algorithm is able to
determine the adequate number of comparisons with
respect to the unmarked packets that efficiently
discriminate the non-aggressive flows from aggressive
flows.

Fig. 1: PAFQ algorithm

We use Equations (1) and (2) to estimate theThnew .
In the first place, the PAFQ algorithm sums up the
difference between maximum and minimum current
queue lengths of unmarked packets once a packet arrives
within a fixed time interval. LetTc denote the static
duration of a time interval (ms). Furthermore,Max(Qi)
andMin(Qi) denotes the maximum and minimum current
queue lengths of unmarked packets respectively when ith
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packet arrives. Also,m denotes the amount of arriving
packets that are admitted to enter the buffer during a
specific time interval. Finally, we obtainWcurrent that
represents the mean of maximum difference in queue
lengths of competitive flows. In general, a largerWcurrent
means that superior discrimination of queue lengths
between aggressive flows and non-aggressive flows. In
this paper, the definition of a flow is that it possesses the
same pair of source and destination IP addresses.

Wcurrent =

m
∑

i=1
[Max(Qi)−Min(Qi)]

m (1)

In order to elude meaningless adjustment inT hnew ,
we define aHp parameter which is used to judge whether
theT hnew should be altered or not. When a packet arrives
and current queue length of unmarked packets equals
T hold , then a hit happened. Next, we add hit number up
in turn until at the end of time interval and then calculate
the hitting probability that is equivalent to total hit
numbers divided by the amount of arriving packets. If the
hitting probability is larger than theHp , we use Equation
(2) to estimate theT hnew further. On the other hand, it is
unnecessary to change theT hnew , namelyT hnew = Thold
. If minth ≤ Wcurrent ≤ maxth , the Thnew keeps the same
as theThold because the expected flow discrimination has
been reached already. Theminthandmaxth are two control
thresholds that represent minimum and maximum limits
of Wcurrent respectively. If Wcurrent < minth or
Wcurrent > maxth , we let the ratio ofThnew andT hold that
is proportional to Wtarget/Wcurrent where
Wtarget = (minth +maxth)/2 . In a word, the method that
we use to estimate theT hnew is beneficial to speed up
convergence and increase stability.

T hnew =

{

T hold minth ≤Wcurrent ≤ maxth
Wtarget
Wcurrent

·T hold else
(2)

If Qunmark ≥ Thnew , the PAFQ algorithm finds an
unmarked packet in the buffer that possesses the highest
drop precedence with minimum count of current queue
length from the same flow. If the drop precedence level of
the arriving packet is smaller than that of the candidate, it
needs to compare both counts beyond. If the count of the
arriving packet is larger, they both swap the count values.
Next, the arriving packet is admitted to enter the buffer
and labeled as unmark type. Otherwise, no exchange
occurs. The swap policy gives better preference to the
lower drop precedence packets within a flow, so that it
attains to differentiated drop precedence. Here, Green,
Yellow and Red drop precedence are mapping to the high,
medium and low priority packets respectively. Finally, a
mark policy is used to label an unmarked packet with the
maximum count as mark type. By marking that packet,
the PAFQ is able to provide fair bandwidth sharing.

3.2 Packet Scheduling and Buffer Management

The PAFQ uses a FIFO packet scheduling algorithm to
transit the resided packets. When a marked packet reaches
at the head of the buffer, it will be discarded immediately.
The same procedures repeat until there is an unmarked
packet. The PAFQ uses drop tail buffer management to
manage the buffer usage. In another word, those marked
packets also occupy the buffer space. If the PAFQ equips
with insufficient buffer size, it may danger to the
performance of fair bandwidth sharing and differentiated
drop precedence. However, the PAFQ always keeps
average queue lengths of unmarked packets low even if
the buffer size is large. The reason is that the dynamic
threshold precisely and adequately changes according to
traffic variations. On the other hand, the PO buffer
management scheme is applicable to the PAFQ that
contributes to cope with small buffer size. The way is to
replace the mark policy by the pushout policy simply.
When the queue length of unmarked packet is equal or
larger than the dynamic threshold, the PO has to execute a
pushout operation.

It means that PO needs countless pushout operations
when the traffic is extremely congested. In order to keep
consistent simplicity as the PAFQ, we choose the simple
FIFO scheduling and drop tail buffer management scheme
herein.

3.3 Weighted PAFQ

The PAFQ algorithm could be easily extended to support
flows with proportional fair share rate. Letα j denote the
weight of flow j. When a packet of flow j arrives, its new
count equals original count divided byα j . Furthermore,
the new count is used to estimate theWcurrent . For
instance, flow j will obtain approximately twice fair share
rate whenα j is set at 2. Besides, we can enhance the
weighted PAFQ to guarantee certain throughput of higher
drop precedence such as Yellow and Red packets. Let
SYellow, j and SRed, j denote the maximum allowable
number of swap for the Yellow and Red packets of flow j
respectively. When a Green packet of flow j is arriving, a
Red packet of flow j that possesses the lowest count from
the same flow will be swapped. If the swapped number of
a specific Red packet has exceeded theSRed, j , then a
Yellow packet of flow j is the next candidate subject to
SYellow, j . Similarly, a Yellow packet is able to swap a Red
packet from the same flow j subject toSRed, j . In contrast
to original PAFQ, bothSYellow, j andSRed, j equalT hnew . It
means that packets with lower drop precedence can swap
those packets with higher drop precedence in the same
flow without any limitation. As a result, it may cause
those packets with higher drop precedence bandwidth
starvation.
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3.4 Implementation Complexity

At each router, both the time and space complexity of the
PAFQ algorithm are constant with respect to the
competitive flows, and thus it is suitable for high-speed
routers. When a packet arrives at a router which needs to
(1) compare the arriving packet with unmarked packets in
the buffer and then obtain the packet count from the same
flow, (2) find current maximum and minimum count from
unmarked packets, (3) estimate theWcurrent and then
T hnew (4) swap the counts of both packets, and (5) mark a
packet with maximum count. All above operations are
simple to implement nowadays. In contrast to the
proposed PAFQ, both CSFQ and RFQ need to execute
sophisticated packet classification algorithms at each edge
router. In a word, the PAFQ is relatively easy to
implement and simplify network configurations.

3.5 Performance Metrics

In order to investigate the performance of the PAFQ, we
define two performance matrices as the measurement
benchmarks of fair bandwidth sharing and differentiated
drop precedence. They both are composed of normalized
bandwidth ratio and packet loss probability (PLP)
respectively. The former is used to validate the degree of
fair bandwidth sharing among different flows and the
latter is used to demonstrate loss performance of per drop
precedence within a flow. Next, we introduce the
definitions of normalized bandwidth ratio and packet loss
probability respectively. The first definition is associated
with the max-min fairness[25] which is presented in
Equation (3). In this equation, theN denotes the number
of flows and the f denotes the max-min fair rate. In
addition, theri denotes the mean arrival rate of flow i.

N
∑

i=1
min{ri, f} =C (3)

By deriving thef from equation (3), we use equation
(4) to define the normalized bandwidth ratio whereNBRi
denotes the normalized bandwidth ratio of flow i andMi
denotes the mean departure rate of flow i. In the ideal
case, the normalized bandwidth ratio for all flows is equal
to 1.

MBRi = Mi/min{ri, f} (4)

Next, the definition of PLP is shown in Equation (5).
PLPi, j represents the PLP of flow i with drop precedence
j. Besides, we also study the behavior of average queue
lengths so as to validate that the PAFQ is able to keep low
average queue lengths regardless of buffer size.

PLPi, j = Di, j/Ai, j (5)

Di, j :Total discarded packets of flow i with drop precedence j

Ai, j :Total arriving packets of flow i with drop precedence j

4 Simulation Results

We consider a single congested link topology where the
capacity of each link is of 10 Mbps. In addition, the buffer
size is of 1024 KB and there are 10 competitive flows.
The initial settings of other parameters are as follows;
minth = 5 , maxth = 7 , Hp = 0.05 , Tc = 80 ms and
Thnew = 16 . Each flow generates infinite packets from a
specific ON-OFF traffic model. For a generated packet,
the probability of being Green, Yellow and Red drop
precedence is set at 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 respectively. To
simplify computer simulations, all packet size is set at 1
KB and total simulation time is of 100 seconds. We run
100 times in each circumstance so as to get reliable
simulation results. Finally, the policy that we select an
unmarked packet as mark type is from tail to head. Unless
otherwise specified, we use the previous statements for
the following simulations all the time. The given schemes
only consider either fairness or differentiated drop
precedence, so that there is no proper candidate as
compared with the PAFQ. Accordingly, we profoundly
and comprehensively study the performance of fair
bandwidth sharing and differentiated drop precedence
with respect to the PAFQ. Also, we validate that PAFQ
keeps low average queue lengths regardless of buffer size.
Next, they will be studied in 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 subsections
in sequence.

4.1 Fair Bandwidth Sharing

Fig. 2 shows the normalized bandwidth ratio (NBR)
versus per flow under different buffer sizes. Furthermore,
all flows are indexed from 1 to 10 in order. The respective
mean arriving rate of per flow is set at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9 and10 Mbps, so that the max-min fair rate equals 1
Mbps. In Fig. 3, the red dash line represents the optimal
fairness because the NBRs of all flows equal 1.0. When
buffer size is set at 128 KB, the NBRs of flow 1 to flow 3
are smaller than 1.0, flow 1 especially. On the other hand,
the NBRs of flow 4 to flow 10 are larger than 1.0. This
leads to the worst fairness because buffer size is severely
insufficient. The PAFQ uses drop tail buffer management
scheme to manage buffer usage. Accordingly, it greatly
limits the PAFQs efficiency to fairness because the buffer
is full with the highest probability. When buffer size is set
at 256 KB, flow 1 to flow 3 all have larger NBRs. For
instance, the NBR of flow 1 increases from 0.48 to 0.74
and the NBR of flow 2 increases from 0.80 to 0.98. On
the contrary, the NBRs of flow 4 to flow 10 averagely
decrease from 1.11 to 1.03. When the buffer size is set at
512 KB, the PAFQ roughly gets rid of the effect of a full
buffer. The NBR of flow 1 equals 0.88 and the others
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equal 1.0 respectively. When the buffer size is set at 1024
KB or 2048 KB, it doesnt improve the NBR of each flow.
It means that the effect of buffer size is negligible with
respect to the PAFQ. The PAFQ uses dynamic threshold
T hnew to choose the adequate number of comparisons that
accomplishes the traffic discrimination, so it prevents the
PAFQ from optimal fairness. However, the PAFQ shows
excellent fairness without excessive complexity.

Fig. 2: Normalized bandwidth ratio versus per flow under
different buffer sizes

Fig. 3 shows the normalized bandwidth ratio versus
per flow where their mean arriving rate is only composed
of 0.5 Mbps or 10 Mbps. In the [(0.5Mbps, 9), (10Mbps,
1)] case, it means that flow1 to flow 9 are of 0.5 Mbps and
flow 10 is of 10 Mbps. The similar representations are
applied to the following traffic conditions. In Fig. 4, we
found that the NBR of each flow is very close to 1.0 in all
kinds of traffic conditions. In other words, the PAFQ
provides approximately optimal fairness. The main reason
is that the difference of mean arriving rate between
non-aggressive flows (0.5 Mbps) and aggressive flows (10
Mbps) is explicit, so that the PAFQ is more effective to
differentiate and then protect the arriving packets of the
non-aggressive flows. When the number of 10 Mbps
flows increases, it causes the NBRs of 0.5 Mbps flows
little decrement. The unmarked packets of 0.5 Mbps flows
have a higher probability to be modified as mark type
because of a larger dynamic thresholdT hnew .

Fig. 4 shows the normalized bandwidth ratio versus
per flow where their mean arriving rate is only composed
of 2 Mbps or 6 Mbps. In Fig. 4, it is quite obvious that the
NBR of each flow is very close to 1.0 in all kind of traffic
conditions, too. The difference of mean arriving rate
between 2 Mbps flows and 6 Mbps flows is smaller than
that of Fig. 3. However, the 2 Mbps flows have higher
arriving rate over the max-min fair rate (1 Mbps) and the
6 Mbps flows have less aggressive than that of 10 Mbps
flows. Consequently, the PAFQ also provides

Fig. 3: Normalized bandwidth ratio versus per flow where their
mean arriving rate is only composed of 0.5 Mbps or 10 Mbps

approximately optimal fairness. From Fig. 2 to Fig. 4, we
conclude that the PAFQ is able to provide robust and
excellent fair bandwidth sharing under various traffic
loads.

Fig. 4: Normalized bandwidth ratio versus per flow where their
mean arriving rate is only composed of 2 Mbps or 6 Mbps

Fig. 5 shows the normalized bandwidth ratio versus
per flow under different buffer sizes. Furthermore, there
are thirty flows and then indexed from 1 to 30. The mean
arriving rate of each flow is set at 1/3, 2/3, 1, 4/3, 5/3, 2, ..
and 10 Mbps respectively, hence the max-min fair rate
equals 1/3 Mbps. When the buffer size is set at 256 KB,
the NBRs of flow 1 to flow 9 are smaller than 1.0. On the
other hand, the NBRs of flow 10 to flow 30 are larger than
1.0. Evidently the PAFQ performs worse fairness than
that of Fig. 3, because the buffer size is relatively
insufficient herein. The total mean arriving rate is of 55
Mbps in Fig. 2, but that is of 155 Mbps in Fig. 5. When
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buffer size increases, the PAFQ has better fairness
correspondingly. When the buffer size is set 4096 KB, the
PAFQ provides the best fairness because the buffer size is
sufficient. The NBRs of all flows are around 1.0 except
for the flow 1 whose NBR is equivalent to 0.85. As we
mentioned in subsection 3.2, the PO buffer management
scheme can be used to improve performance degradation
because of small buffer size. However, this issue is out of
scope of this study. The total mean arriving rate 155 Mbps
is about 3 times of 55 Mbps, so we suggest that the ideal
buffer size could be set at the product of 512 KB (the
suitable buffer size in Fig. 2) and 8(23), that is, 4096 KB.
In summary, the PAFQ still provides excellent fairness
even if the number of flows increases and each flow has
violent variation on traffic loads.

Fig. 5: Normalized bandwidth ratio versus per flow under thirty
flows and different buffer sizes

Fig. 6 shows the normalized bandwidth ratio versus
per flow where the burstiness of each ON-OFF flow
becomes 2, 3 or 4 times simultaneously. Furthermore, the
other simulation configurations are identical with that of
Fig. 2. When the burstiness increases, the NBRs of flow 6
to flow 10 increase. On the other hand, the NBRs of flow
1 to flow 5 decreases. When the burstiness changes 4
times especially, the flow 1 gets the smallest NBR at 0.57.
On the other hand, flow 10 gets the largest NBR at 1.20.
The reason is that the higher burstiness not only leads to a
smaller dynamic threshold but also enlarges current queue
lengths of the non-aggressive flows. In general, different
degrees of burstiness mostly cause different levels of
fairness degradation for active queue management
schemes. Although the PAFQ only provides acceptable
fairness under such large traffic burstiness, it reduces the
number of packet comparisons that also contributes to
low average queue lengths. We can change theminth and
maxth to improve fairness, if necessary.

Fig. 7 shows the normalized bandwidth ratio versus
per flow under different values of (minth,maxth).

Fig. 6: Normalized bandwidth ratio versus per flow where the
burstiness of each flow changes in the meantime

Furthermore, the other simulation configurations are
identical with that of Fig. 2. When the (minth,maxth) pair
are set at (1, 3), the NBR of the most aggressive flow 10
equals 1.15 but the NBR of the least non-aggressive flow
1 equals 0.66. It means that traffic discrimination among
flows is insufficient. When the (minth,maxth) pair are set
at (3, 5), the PAFQs fairness is apparently improved. Most
importantly, the PAFQ provides the best fairness when the
(minth,maxth) pair are set at (5,7). When the (minth,maxth)
are set at (9, 11), flow 10 gets the smallest NBR, namely
0.93. Otherwise, flow 2 gets the largest NBR, namely
1.09. Flow 10 is the most aggressive flow, so its queue
length is usually longer than that of the others. This
causes excessive amount of resided packets of flow 10 to
be marked and then discarded. As for flow 2, it roughly
has the second smallest queue length while its mean
arriving rate is larger than max-min fair rate (1 Mbps). As
a result, those packets of flow 2 possess the highest
chance to occupy the buffer. According to the same
principle, flow 3 obtains the second largest NBR, that is,
1.07.

Fig. 8 shows normalized bandwidth ratio versus per
flow under different gaps of (minth,maxth). Furthermore,
the other simulation configurations are identical with that
of Fig. 7. In Fig. 8, the fairness is robust and remarkable
except the (minth,maxth) pair are set at (1, 11). The main
reason is thatWcurrent quickly reaches the lower limit,
namely 1. Accordingly, theT hnew is a small and stable
value because the upper limit is 11. In another word, the
PAFQ is unable to reach sufficient traffic discrimination
by identifying queue lengths. As usual, the most
aggressive flows obtain larger NBRs as compared with
that of the non-aggressive flows.

Figure 9 shows normalized bandwidth ratio versus
per flow where packets have different ratios of drop
precedence. Furthermore, the other simulation
configurations are identical with that of Fig. 2. In Fig. 9,
the ratio of drop precedence affects the PAFQs fairness.
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Fig. 7: Normalized bandwidth ratio versus per flow under
different values ofminth andmaxth

Fig. 8: Normalized bandwidth ratio versus per flow under
different gaps betweenminth andmaxth

When the ratio changes from (1, 2, 7) to (8, 1, 1), for
instance, the NBR of flow 1 decreases. The number of
low drop precedence (Green packets) increases and the
number of higher drop precedence (Yellow and Red
packets) decreases, so the packets with low drop
precedence have less opportunity to swap with that of
higher drop precedence. Therefore, flow 1 has smaller
NBR. In a word, the PAFQ also provides excellent
fairness no matter which ratios of drop precedence exist.
From Fig. 2 to Fig. 9, we conclude that the PAFQ is able
to provide very robust and approximately optimal fairness
under various traffic conditions.

4.2 Differentiated Drop Precedence

Fig. 10 shows the packet loss probability of different drop
precedence versus per flow. Furthermore, all simulation
configurations are the same as that of Fig. 2 except we

Fig. 9: Normalized bandwidth ratio versus per flow under
different ratios of drop precedence

only consider the buffer size are of 128 KB, 512 KB and
2048 KB respectively. In Fig. 10, the first Green, Yellow
and Red bars in each flow represent Green, Yellow and
Red drop precedence respectively when buffer size is set
at 128 KB. Similarly, the second Green, Yellow and Red
bars in each flow represent the Green, Yellow and Red
drop precedence respectively when buffer size is set at
512 KB. We use the same rule to connect illustrative
legend and resultant bars. In the first place, we explain the
PLPs of flow 1 with different drop precedence whose
mean arriving rate is equal to 1 Mbps. When the buffer
size is set at 128 KB, it leads to drop-tail behavior for all
flows especially for flow 1. Consequently, the PLPs of
Green, Yellow and Red drop precedence are near.
When the buffer size is set at 512 KB or 2048 KB, flow 1
shows differentiated drop precedence by eliminating the
effect of buffer size. Accordingly, the PLP of Green
packets is smaller than that of Yellow packets and the
PLP of Yellow packets is relatively smaller than that of
Red packets. The reason is that the PAFQ fully uses the
swap policy to reduce packet loss of lower drop
precedence such as Green and Yellow packets.

Next, let us look into the PLPs of flow 2. When the
buffer size is set at 128 KB, the PLPs of Green and
Yellow packets are lower than that of Red packets as
compared with flow 1 because flow 2 has more Red
packets to be swapped. When the buffer size is set at 512
KB or 2048 KB, the PLP of Green packets is relatively
smaller than that of Yellow packets and the PLP of
Yellow packets is relatively smaller than that of Red
packets. In another word, it achieves better differentiated
drop precedence. The reason is that Green packets have
more chance to swap with Yellow and Red packets and
Yellow packets has more chance to swap with Red
packets, too. Finally, let us look into the PLPs of flow 10.
When the buffer size is set at 128 KB, the difference of
PLPs of Green and Yellow packets are more obvious than
that of flow 1 and flow 2. Flow 10 has the maximum
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amount of Yellow and Red packets, so the swap policy is
functional even if the buffer size is insufficient. When the
buffer size is set at 512 KB or 2048 KB, the PLPs of
Green, Yellow and Red packets equal 0.56, 0.96 and 1.0
respectively. The mean arriving rate of Green, Yellow and
Red packets is composed of 2Mbps, 3 Mbps and 5 Mbps,
and the max-min fair rate is of 1 Mbps. In the ideal
situation, the PLPs of Green, Yellow and Red packets
should be equal to 0.5, 1.0 and 1.0 respectively. In a word,
the PAFQ is able to provide notable differentiated drop
precedence indeed.

Fig. 10: Packet loss probability of different drop precedence
versus per flow under ten flows with different buffer sizes

Fig. 11 shows the packet loss probability of different
drop precedence versus per flow and the simulation
configurations are the same as that of Fig. 3. In the
beginning, we focus on the PLPs of 0.5 Mbps flows with
different drop precedence. In all traffic conditions, the 0.5
Mbps flows have very low PLPs with respect to Green,
Yellow and Red packets. When the number of 10 Mbps
flows increases, their aggression causes the 0.5 Mbps
flows higher PLP of Red packets because of swap policy.
As for 10 Mbps flows, they always have more packets
resided in the buffer. Consequently, the swap policy
performs more efficient that enhances the performance of
differentiated drop precedence. Finally, each 10 Mbps
flow will obtain less max-min fair share rate along with
the increment of 10 Mbps flows. Accordingly, their PLPs
of Green, Yellow and Red packets roughly increase.

Fig. 12 shows the packet loss probability of different
drop precedence versus per flow and the simulation
configurations are the same as that of Fig. 4. In all traffic
conditions, the PAFQ provides notable differentiated drop
precedence. When the number of 6 Mbps flows increases,
the T hnew increases accordingly. For 2 Mbps flows, both
PLPs of Green and Yellow packets decrease because they
are more Red packets to be swapped, hence their PLPs of
Red packets increase. For 6 Mbps flows, it is different

Fig. 11: Packet loss probability of different drop precedence
versus per flow where their mean arriving rate equals either 0.5
Mbps or 10 Mbps

from the 2 Mbps flows. We find that only PLPs of Green
packets decrease because the mean arriving rate of Green
packets (6 Mbps*0.2=1.2 Mbps) has exceeded the
max-min fair share rate (1 Mbps).

Fig. 12: Packet loss probability of different drop precedence
versus per flow where their mean arriving rate only equals either
2 Mbps or 6 Mbps

Fig. 13 shows the packet loss probability of different
drop precedence versus per flow and the simulation
configurations are the same as that of Fig. 6. When the
burstiness increases, the PLPs of Green, Yellow and Red
packets of flow 1 to flow 5 increase at the same time
because of lower NBRs. On the other hand, flow 6 to flow
10 they all obtain a larger NBR that decrease their PLPs
of Green, Yellow and Red packets accordingly.

Fig. 14 shows the packet loss probability of different
drop precedence versus per flow and the simulation
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Fig. 13: Packet loss probability of different drop precedence
versus per flow where the burstiness of each flow changes in the
meantime

configurations are the same as that of Fig. 9. When the
ratio of Green packets increases and the ratios of Yellow
and Red packets decrease, the PLPs of Green, Yellow and
Red packets all increase with respect to each flow.
The reason is that most of Yellow and Red packets are
swapped by the Green packets. Consequently, they both
PLPs increase. Next, we also find that PLPs of Green
packets for each flow increase. The reason is that the ratio
of Green packets increases, hence they have higher
probability to be marked and then discarded.From Fig. 10
to Fig. 14, we conclude that PAFQ is able to provide
notable differentiated drop precedence under a variety of
traffic conditions.

Fig. 14: Packet loss probability of different drop precedence
versus per flow under various ratios of drop precedence

4.3 Average Queue Length

Fig. 15 shows average queue length versus time with
respect to Fig. 2. Here, we calculate average queue length
that only takes current queue length of unmarked resided
packets into account once a packet is arriving. In other
words, we ignore all marked resided packets because they
will be discarded eventually. In Fig. 15, the maximum
average queue length is near 90 KB, even if the buffer size
is of 2048 KB. It means that large buffer size has very
limited effect on average queue lengths. The PAFQ uses
Thnew to decide whether a packet should be marked or
not, hence it completely dominates the growth of average
queue length. When the buffer size is set at 128 KB, it has
the smallest average queue length as compared with that
of other buffer sizes. The buffer size is insufficient, so that
the T hnew is unable to increase up the adequate value.
When buffer size is equal or larger than 512 KB, the
average queue length is approximately around 81 KB. In
other words, theT hnew reaches a stable and proper value
according to the setting ofminth andmaxth.

Fig. 15: Average queue length versus time under ten flows with
different buffer sizes

Fig. 16 shows average queue length versus time with
respect to Fig. 11. When the number of 10 Mbps flows
increases from 1 to 3, 5 and 7, it results in a largerT hnew
in sequence. Accordingly, it increases average queue
lengths. The variations of average queue lengths are
smaller than that in Fig. 16 because the difference of
traffic intensity between 0.5 Mbps and 10 Mbps flows is
quite obvious. Therefore, theWcurrent is stable that leads
to a stableThnew , too. In a word, the PAFQ can
dynamically adjust theThnew to cope with traffic
conditions.

Fig. 17 shows average queue length versus time with
respect to Fig. 13. When the burstiness increases from 2
to 4 times, the average queue length decreases. The main
reason is thatWcurrent reaches the interval betweenminth
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Fig. 16: Average queue length versus time where their mean
arriving rate equals either 0.5 Mbps or 10 Mbps

andmaxth more quickly, so a smallerT hnew is produced.
From the simulation results, a larger burstiness is
beneficial for the PAFQ to decrease average queue length,
but it may degrade the fairness and packet loss
performance. To overcome performance degradation, we
can choose a larger pair ofminth andmaxth . However, it
causes a higher average queue length and additional
packet comparisons. In a word, the PAFQ is adjustable
that depends on required performance targets. From Fig.
15 to Fig. 17, we conclude that PAFQ is able to keep low
average queue lengths under different traffic conditions.

Fig. 17: Average queue length versus time where the burstiness
of each flow changes in the meantime

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient active
queue management scheme which satisfies the QoS
requirements inclusive of fair bandwidth sharing and
differentiated drop precedence at the same time namely
PAFQ. When network conditions are changing, the PAFQ
automatically and properly adjusts the thresholds based
on traffic variations. Accordingly, it achieves sufficient
traffic discrimination. Next, the PAFQ uses a swap policy
to conditionally exchange the count of lower drop
precedence with that of higher drop precedence within the
same flow. Therefore, it provides differentiated drop
precedence within a flow. Besides, the PAFQ uses a mark
policy to selectively mark a packet with the maximum
count that provides fair bandwidth sharing among
competing flows. Simulation results validate that the
PAFQ is able to provide excellent fairness and notable
differentiated drop precedence under a variety of traffic
conditions. In addition, the PAFQ keeps low and stable
average queue lengths all the time. In a word, the PAFQ is
suitable to be deployed in the routers with high-speed and
high-performance requirements. In the future, we would
like to apply queueing theory to mathematically analyze
the fairness and packet loss probability of different drop
precedence in association with the PAFQ. Furthermore,
we will consider more complicated network environments
that deeply analyze the performance of the PAFQ. Finally,
we will study a weighted PAFQ version in order to
achieve proportional bandwidth sharing and also enhance
differentiated drop precedence.
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